Smart Equity Considerations
Don’t Overlook these Planning Strategies as You Grow
Your Company Towards a Transaction
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One of the driving motivations for founders and
entrepreneurs of early-stage companies is to monetize
their investment of time and effort through acquisition
or sale of their company. At times, that equity
component is never fully maximized because the
executive may lack the time to completely understand
the myriad of complexities to secure the best possible
outcome for their family. Most of the focus to build
value is focused at the company level – diversifying
product lines, building out a leadership team,
managing finances, and moving through the lifecycle
towards an event. Taking a small amount of time to
understand strategies to take full advantage of their
equity component may result in a better outcome. The
following are key factors to comprehend even in the
early stages of a company lifecycle.

Determining Your
Valuation
Shortly after product lines are established and
customer relationships are formed, considering
the worth of the entity should be a priority for the
well-prepared entrepreneur. The efficiency of your
products, depth of customer relationships, stability of
your finances, and growth of your sales and marketing
processes all factor in to determining the value of your
entity. It is too simplistic to look at what competing
firms have yielded in their transactions, or to take
the initial offer of a suitor without understanding the
complexities of the very industry-specific aspects of
your company. The entrepreneur or founder would be
wise to seek the counsel of an M&A advisory firm or
accounting firm who can help analyze the firm itself,
the market, and the financials of the competition to
determine a more realistic valuation. These results
should be frequently revisited on a regular basis as the
company evolves.

Consider Multiple
Outcomes
Once a valuation has been completed the
entrepreneur should consider the possibility of
multiple outcomes in a future event. Any modeling
of future cash flows for financial independence,
educational funds, liability management, and
philanthropic planning should factor in the possibility
that the outcome may change. Catalysts for
discrepancy may include industry changes, customer
profitability, legislative changes, and expense
management. A prudent pre-transaction planning
process should, in detail, consider multiple outcomes
from your equity component with the most optimistic
as well as most pessimistic results included. This
more holistic examination of potentialities gives an
executive a realistic set of considerations upon which
planning decisions can be made as the outcome
moves closer to reality.

Gifting Strategies
Under current tax law, individuals can gift up to
$14,000 per person, per year. A married couple can
gift up to $28,000 to as many recipients as they wish.
If you are optimistic on the outcome of your company
and have a valuation that accurately determines a
price per share of equity, leverage may be obtained by
making the gift prior to the event. For example, if the
valuation of your early stage company is $1 per share,
and you gift $14,000 to your daughter who recently
graduated from college, and the company is sold for
$3 per share, your $14,000 gift produces a $42,000
benefit to her. If you make the gift to an adult over the
age of 23 who is in a 15% tax bracket or lower, there is
no capital gain tax. Gifts to minors under the age of 23
would be subject to kiddie tax rules.
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Wealth Transfer
Planning
Besides outright gifts to loved ones, there are
strategies using trusts that would offer the
beneficiaries a future interest in the assets but the
growth of capital occurs outside of the donor’s taxable
estate. These trusts are ideal to establish when the
current valuation of the equity is low but the future
transaction value is expected to be high. Two popular
strategies are:

The Grantor Retained Annuity Trust
(GRAT)
The GRAT is an irrevocable trust where a founder
moves shares of an early stage company. Ideally
this is done when the valuation is low, pre-sale, and
expected to transact at a much higher price. When
the sale occurs, those proceeds are then invested in
the trust and the founder draws a fixed payment for a
pre-determined period of time. When the time frame
is up, the assets moved to the beneficiary, out of the
founders’ estate. The wealth transfer benefits of a
GRAT are especially meaningful in a low interest rate
environment given the future interest of the gift.

Spousal Lifetime Access Trust (SLAT)
For married couples who wish to gift some assets
they expect to appreciate at the sale of a company,
but are concerned about maintaining access to and
control over current income, the SLAT may be a
consideration. When the SLAT is established, the
entrepreneur makes a gift transfer of shares with little
or no value. The current beneficiary of the trust is the
spouse of the entrepreneur and has income rights to
distributions for their lifetime. Children can be named
as successor beneficiaries after the spouse passes.
The trust also provides a layer of protection from creditors.

Philanthropic Planning
Meaningful tax benefits can be realized if the
executive is interested in sharing a portion of the
wealth created upon sale by funding a charitable
entity. Typically, the capital gain taxes owed upon
the sale of an entity are an eroding factor that ideally
should be minimized. By placing a portion of shares
into a charitable foundation, a tax deduction for
the amount of equity placed in the foundation can
be received upon the transaction. While subject to
phase-outs, this deduction can be used to offset the
tax liability incurred. The foundation can also be the
future funding source of the founder’s charitable gifts.
Another popular philanthropic strategy is a charitable
remainder trust. The funding process and tax benefits
are similar, but the remainder trust provides an
income stream to the founder over their lifetime and
the monies don’t actually go to the charity until the
founder has passed.
Starting and growing a company towards an ultimate
transaction is an exhausting but gratifying endeavor.
Entrepreneurs are naturally so deeply involved with
the company and so focused on the business aspects
of an upcoming or potential transaction that they
sometimes overlook ways to maximize their own
benefits from a successful event. A small amount
of time thinking about how to take full advantage of
monetizing of your equity component, and considering
long-term strategies to ultimately benefit your family
and charities important to you could serve to make a
good outcome even better.
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